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Co-crystallization with Nicotinamide in Two Conformations Lowers
Energy but Expands Volume
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ABSTRACT: A dispersion-corrected density functional theory method has been used to study the formation energies and volumes of
cocrystals. For four cocrystals of nicotinamide (NIC) and (R)-mandelic acid, a broad agreement is found between experimental and
computed values. We report that cocrystals containing NIC are anomalous as their formation generally decreases energy but expands
volume. In this respect, the formation of NIC cocrystals is in contrast to most physical processes, but similar to water freezing. As in the case
of water freezing, the cocrystallization with NIC leads to stronger hydrogen bonds and looser molecular packing, a combination that is
likely responsible for the anticorrelation between energy and volume. NIC has two conformers 4 kJ/mol apart in energy and both can form
cocrystals, with the resulting structures having comparable formation energies and volumes. These results are relevant for understanding
the nature of cocrystallization and why NIC is a prolific cocrystal former. C© 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. and the American Pharmacists
Association J Pharm Sci 103:2896–2903, 2014
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INTRODUCTION

The cocrystallization of multiple chemical components is an im-
portant phenomenon in science and technology. Cocrystals have
received recent attention as an approach to engineering phar-
maceutical solids1–4 and other molecular materials.5 Despite
this growing interest, however, the nature of cocrystallization
remains inadequately understood. Many have studied the dis-
covery and structures of cocrystals, whereas less is known about
their thermodynamics and structure–property relations. It is
unclear why some molecules [e.g., nicotinamide (NIC)]6–9 are
prolific cocrystallizers and to what extent this tendency can be
linked to molecular attributes (e.g., conformational flexibility
and ability to form hydrogen bonds). The formation of racemic
compounds—a special class of cocrystals containing the oppo-
site enantiomers—is typically associated with energy decrease
and volume reduction in reference to their components,10,11 but
it is unknown whether the same holds for cocrystallization in
general. Answering these questions helps advance the science
of cocrystals.

Zhang et al.12 reported recently that the cocrystallization of
NIC (Scheme 1) with (R)-mandelic acid (RMA) is anomalous in
that it lowers energy but expands volume, in contrast to most
physical processes, but analogous to water freezing. Their con-
clusion relied on the experimental formation energies of several
NIC–RMA cocrystals and the formation volumes from crystallo-
graphic data. They observed that the expansion of volume upon
cocrystallization correlates with the formation of shorter and
stronger hydrogen bonds. In a nearly concurrent report, Chan
et al.13 demonstrated the ability to calculate ab initio the forma-
tion energies of cocrystals. They applied a dispersion-corrected
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Scheme 1. Structure of nicotinamide (NIC). θ1 indicates the main
torsion angle.

density functional theory (DFT-D) method to calculate the lat-
tice energies of cocrystals relative to their components. They
found that the formation energies are generally negative for
known cocrystals containing NIC and the isomers of NIC, ver-
ifying that the formation of these cocrystals is energetically
favored.

The present work builds on the two aforementioned stud-
ies to further understand the cocrystallization of NIC and its
ability to form many cocrystals. For the cocrystals of NIC and
RMA, we verify that the computed formation properties are in
broad agreement with the experimental values. The combined
results from experiment and theory strengthen the previous
conclusion that the cocrystallization of NIC with a second com-
ponent generally lowers energy but expands volume. We also
report that NIC, a flexible molecule, can form cocrystals of com-
parable stability using two different conformers whose energies
are 4 kJ/mol apart. These results are relevant for understand-
ing the formation of organic cocrystals and why NIC is a prolific
coformer.

METHODS

The formation property of a cocrystal AmBn is the change of
some property of interest (e.g., enthalpy and volume) associated
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with the following reaction:

mA + nB → AmBn (1)

where A and B are the crystals of component A (NIC) and
component B (coformer), respectively. The value of a formation
property depends on the definition of one mole of molecules in
the cocrystal but is unambiguous if calculated per unit mass.
With details given elsewhere,9 Eq. (2) is used to determine the
formation enthalpy via calorimetry:

�Hf = �Hm(A+B) (TS → TL) − �HmAB(TS → TL) (2)

where TS is a temperature at which the cocrystal and the phys-
ical mixture of component crystals are solid and at which �Hf

is evaluated, TL is a temperature at which the cocrystal and
the physical mixture are both melted to the same liquid, and
�Hm(A+B) (TS → TL) and �HmAB (TS → TL) are the corre-
sponding enthalpies of melting (properly scaled to reflect the
stoichiometry of the cocrystal). For our systems under ambi-
ent conditions, �Hf is approximately the same as the forma-
tion energy �Ef because the difference �Hf – �Ef = P�Vf is
small at 1 bar. For example, the typical formation volume of a
NIC cocrystal is �Vf = +20 cm3/kg12; at P = 1 bar, P�Vf = 2
mJ/g, which is much smaller than the typical magnitude of �Hf

(∼20 J/g).12 From here on, we shall not distinguish �Hf and �Ef

and use �Ef only.
To calculate the formation energy of a cocrystal by DFT-D,

Eq. (3) is used13

�Ef = Ecc − (mEA + nEB) (3)

where Ecc, EA, and EB are the energies of the cocrystal, the
component crystal A, and the component crystal B, respec-
tively. Each calculated energy is the total energy of the crystal,
including intramolecular and intermolecular contributions. To
calculate the energy of a crystal, its experimental crystal struc-
ture is optimized to minimize its lattice energy, within the con-
straints of the experimental space group symmetry, by vary-
ing the lattice parameters and the nuclear positions using the
GRACE package.14 GRACE provides an efficient algorithm for
optimizing the coordinates and lattice parameters of molecu-
lar crystals. Lattices energies and gradients are provided by a
solid-state DFT method with corrections for dispersive interac-
tions (the DFT-D method).15 GRACE uses the VASP program16

to calculate the lattice energy and its gradients. The disper-
sive correction is provided by a damped molecular mechanical
potential.15,17 The DFT calculations use projector-augmented
wave potentials18 to describe the interaction between ions
and electrons together with the PW91 exchange–correlation
functional.19 A plane wave basis set cutoff energy of 520 eV
was used and Brillouin zone integrations were performed on
a k-point grid with a spacing of less than 0.07 Å−1. The elec-
tronic wave function convergence on total energy was set to 5 ×
10−7 kcal/mol of atoms for structure optimizations. With these
settings, lattice energy differences between crystal packings of
a given molecule are typically converged to within 0.01–0.02
kcal/mol. Minimizations were considered complete when ener-
gies were converged to better than 2.5 × 10−4 kcal/mol, atomic
displacements to 3 × 10−3 Å, and maximum atomic forces to
0.7 kcal/(Å mol). For relaxed cell calculations, the stresses were

converged to within 0.1 GPa. It is worth noting that the DFT-D
model is parameterized to yield the structures and energies of
crystals at low temperatures.15

A cocrystal’s formation volume is calculated using Eq. (4):12

�Vf = Vcc − [m/(m+ n) VA + n/(m+ n) VB] (4)

where Vcc, VA, and VB are the volumes of one molecule in the
cocrystal, the component crystal A, and the component crystal
B, respectively. The volume of one molecule in a crystal is cal-
culated from crystallographic data using V = Vcell/Z, where Vcell

is the volume of the unit cell and Z the number of molecules
therein. One “molecule” (one formula unit) in a cocrystal AmBn

consists of m/(m + n) of A and n/(m + n) of B. The value of
V thus obtained is the volume occupied by one molecule in a
crystal including void space. In cases where the structure of a
cocrystal is solved at a significantly different temperature than
those of the component crystals, temperature corrections are
made using procedures described previously.12

Cocrystals containing NIC were retrieved from the Cam-
bridge Structural Database (CSD)20 under the following con-
straints: 3D atomic coordinates determined, R ≤ −0.1, no
errors, not polymeric, no ions, and organics only. Structures
solved from powder patterns were excluded, as well as those of
clathrates, hydrates, and cocrystals with more than two com-
ponents. To calculate �Vf, the data on component B (coformer)
were retrieved with the same criteria.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Formation Properties
of NIC Cocrystals

The DFT-D model has been applied to study four experimen-
tally characterized cocrystals of NIC and RMA. The two com-
ponents can cocrystallize in the ratios of 4:1, 1:1 (two poly-
morphs), and 1:2; we designate these cocrystals as N4R, NR
Form 1, NR Form 2, and NR2. The availability of multiple
NIC–RMA cocrystals allows a critical test of the agreement
between experiment and theory, with cancellation of system-
atic errors, much like the availability of many polymorphs in
studying structure–property relations.21 Table 1 summarizes
the optimized unit-cell parameters and their deviations from
the experimental structures. With the exception of NR Form 2,
the optimization of all crystals converged to structures closely
matching the experimental structures. In the case of NR Form
2, the minimization led to a larger-than-expected change of
the experimental crystal structure, with an expansion of 6.6%
along the a-axis and a contraction of 7.2% along the c-axis.

To assess the results obtained for NR Form 2, its crystal
structure was reoptimized using three alternative approaches.
In the first, a preliminary optimization was performed in which
the unit cell was fixed but the molecular coordinates were al-
lowed to vary, before simultaneously optimizing the molecu-
lar coordinates and lattice parameters. The resulting structure
deviated from experiment in a similar way to that reported
in Table 1. In the second approach, the crystal structure was
optimized without any consideration of symmetry. The initial
atomic coordinates from experiment were subject to small ran-
dom displacements to remove any memory of the space group
symmetry. The subsequent optimization converged to a struc-
ture that was higher in energy than that found previously. A
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